Flowback analysis is a powerful technique for debugging programs. It allows the programmer to examine dynamic dependence in a program's execution history without having to reexecute the program. The goal is to present to the programmer a graphical view of the dynamic program dependence.
Programs
Flowback analysis is a powerful technique for debugging programs. It allows the programmer to examine dynamic dependence in a program's execution history without having to reexecute the program. The goal is to present to the programmer a graphical view of the dynamic program dependence.
We are building a system, called PPD, that performs flowback analysis while keeping the execution time overhead low. We also extend the semantics of flowback analysis to parallel programs. This paper describes details of the graphs and algorithms needed to implement efficient flowback analysis for parallel programs. Execution-time overhead is kept low by recording only a small amount of trace during a program's execution. We use semantic analysis and a technique called incremental tracing to keep the time and space overhead low. As part of the semantic analysis, PPD uses a static program dependence graph structure that reduces the amount of work done at compile time and takes advantage of the dynamic information produced during execution time. Parallel programs have been accommodated in two ways. First, the flowback dependence can span process boundaries; that is, the most recent modification to a variable might be traced to a different process than that one that contains the current reference. The static dynamic program dependence graphs of the individual processes are tied together with synchronization and data dependence information to form complete graphs that represent the entire program.
Second, our algorithms will detect potential data-race conditions in the access to shared variables. The programmer can be directed to the cause of the race condition. PPD is currently being implemented for the C programming language on a Sequent Symmetry shared-memory multiprocessor. 
Categories

Execution Phase
The object code plays the major role in the execution phase. ----"
----------" : provided by user '----: generated by compiler : generated by object code Figure  6 shows the static graph of control block C in Figure  4 and shows how actual parameters are mapped to the formal parameters of a called subroutine.
Arrays and Linking Edges
Array index values are usually unknown at compile time, so it is not possible to identify the array elements that will actually be accessed. the control block. We also insert an entry if the first reference to the array in the control block is a definition of an element, in anticipation of a subsequent use of the array. A read from an array element is handled identically except that a select node is created to represent the read. For example, the select node above node " S7 :B" in Figure  7 represents the array access "Aljl" on the right-hand side of statement s7. This select node has an incoming data dependence edge from the index node and an incoming linking edge from node "s6:A", the most recent modification of array "A" in the control block. The above mechanisms are similar to the ideas used for array-related dependence in 1341. The actual data dependence for each array read are determined during debugging and are reflected in the dynamic graph.
Once the fine traces for the e-block containing an array read are generated, the index values of all array accesses in that e-block will be known.
The linking edges are followed backward, from the select node, until an assignment to the same array Iocation is found. A data dependence edge can then be added in the dynamic graph from this assignment to the select node. If no such assignment is found The linking edge is needed because USE and MOD are sets of variables that might be accessed during the procedure call. For example, if during debugging we discover that "SubX>' (see Figure  8 ) does not actually modify "gl", we need to locate the most recent node before "SubX'> that modifies (or might modify) "gI", which in this example is ".s11 :gl". The linking edge from "s11 :gl" to " s12 :SubX" serves this purpose.
(Note that the linking edge was similarly used for arrays in the previous subsection.) Figure  8 shows how the postgraph is constructed from the pregraph and information from interprocedural analysis. First, the linking edge of "g2"
into the subgraph node in the pregraph is changed into a data dependence edge, because "g2" is in USE(SubX). Second, the data dependence edge of "g2" out of the subgraph node into the node "s13:g2" is disconnected from ACM 
Building the Dynamic Graph
We use subroutine "Wolf' to illustrate how the dynamic graph is built from the static graph and fine traces. The data dependence graphs for blocks A and B are given in Figure  9 , and the graphs for the remaining blocks were given in Figures  5-8 . We assume that, of the choice between blocks C and D, block C is executed. We also assume, for this execution instance, that the execution sequence of blocks is A, C, B, E, B, E, B; that is, we assume that the body of the while statement (blocks B and E) is executed twice. For example, in the postgraph of Figure  8 , if the execution of "SubX" actually wrote "gl", linking edge coming out of node "S11 :gl" and going into the subgraph node would be deleted in the dynamic graph. If the execution of "SubX)' did not write "gl", the linking edge would be replaced with a data dependence edge that bypasses the subgraph node and goes into the MOD entry for "gl". The data dependence edge coming out of " s12:SubX" and going into the MOD entry for "gl"
would also be deleted in this case. Figure  13 shows example log intervals.
Dynamic Branch Dependence Graph
Prelog(i)
consists of the values of the variables belonging to the IUSE set (of the e-block that generated the prelog) at the beginning of Ii, and postlog(i) consists of the values of the variables belonging to the IMOD set (of the same e-block) at the end of 1,. Each log entry also carries the e-block identifier that generated the log entry. Figure  14 shows the list of e-blocks for three variables:
"gI", "gZ", and "g3". Figure  14 also shows an example log file. Log entries generated by the same e-block form a linked list; each postlog has two pointers: one pointing to its corresponding prelog, and the other pointing to the most recent postlog made by the same e-block. Figure  15 all of the events of process PI that executed before event nl,~also executed before all those events of process Pz that executed after event nz,~. The synchronization edge between nl,~and nz,~can be viewed as a generalized flow edge that spans the two processes.
We now describe how to construct synchronization edges for programs that use semaphores. Other synchronization primitives (such as messages, rendezvous, etc.) can also be handled [10] . In general, we construct a synchronization edge between two nodes if we can identify the temporal ordering between them. We say that the source node of an edge is the node connected to the tail of the edge, and the sink node of an edge is the node connected to the head of the edge.
Semaphore operations, such as P and V, are used in controlling accesses to shared resources by either acquiring resources (through a P operation) or releasing resources (through a V operation). We construct a synchronization edge from the node representing each V operation to the node representing some P operation on the same semaphore. Each V operation, which releases resources, is paired with the P operation that acquires those released resources.
There are two cases to be considered. The first case is where the second process tries to acquire the resources before the first process releases them; the second process thus blocks on the P operation until the V operation of the first process. The second case is where the first process releases the resources before the second process tries to acquire them; the second process does not block on the P operation in this case. In both cases, we define a source node for the V operation and a sink node for the corresponding P operation. The operations on a semaphore variable are serialized by the system that actually implements semaphore operations, and identifying a pair of related semaphore operations is done by matching the nth V operation to the (n + i)th We partially order the nodes and edges of the parallel dynamic graph by defining the happened-before relation [27], + , as follows:
(1) For any two nodes nl and nz of the parallel dynamic graph, nl -nz is true if nz is reachable from nl by following any sequence of internal and synchronization edges.
(2) For two edges el and ez, el + ez is true if nl + nz is true where nl is the sink node of the edge el, and nz is the source node of the edge ez. 
